DIRECTIONS
LUFTHANSA AVIATION CENTER FRANKFURT

ADDRESS
Lufthansa Aviation Center
Airportring, 60546 Frankfurt/Main

GPS Coordinates
50.048982, 8.557148

By plane
Upon arrival please proceed to the exit, arrival area A, Terminal 1.
For further information please see “By public transport” and the map.
In case you want to take the shuttle bus to the LAC please make sure you have your invitation with you.

By public transport
For the bus stop please see the map. Buses to the LAC run every 5-10 minutes and are free of charge. They are marked West-Tor 25 or Tor 27. In case you want to take the shuttle bus to the LAC please make sure you have your invitation with you.
By car

**Arriving via the B43 from Frankfurt or Kelsterbach**
Follow the B43 until the exit marked “Tor 21–25”. When you see the soundproof barrier (on your right) get into the left-hand lane. Turn left at the first set of traffic lights. This takes you to the entrance of the LAC.

**Arriving via the A3 from Cologne or the A67 from Mannheim**
Follow the A3 (the A67 joins the A3 at the Mönchshofdreieck motorway intersection) until the exit marked “Kelsterbach”. From there continue on the B43 until the exit marked “Tor 21–25”. When you see the soundproof barrier (on your right) get into the left-hand lane. Turn left at the first set of traffic lights. This takes you to the entrance of the LAC.

**Arriving via the A3 from Würzburg**
Follow the A3 until you reach the exit marked “Frankfurt-Süd”, then take the B43 until you reach the exit marked “Tor 21–25”. Keep in the left-hand lane at the soundproof barrier and turn left at the first traffic lights. This takes you to the entrance of the LAC.

**Arriving via the A5 from Kassel or Darmstadt**
Follow the A5 to the Frankfurter Kreuz motorway intersection. From there follow the signs to “Flughafen Frankfurt” until you reach the B43. Follow the B43 to the “Tor 21–25”. When you see the soundproof barrier (on your right) get into the left-hand lane. Turn left at the first set of traffic lights. This takes you to the entrance of the LAC.

The parking lot has over 50 free of charge parking spaces. Please note the disabled and car hire parking spaces.